YOU NEED THESE!

RUMBATIME GRAMERCY COLLECTION WATCH
Colorful and stylish, these watches come in a variety of colors.
The alloy case back with mirrored finish gives a polished edge,
while the custom braided band and toggle sets it apart from
the average watch. $70 rumbatime.com
M-CUISINE
COOL-TOUCH
DISH AND BOWL
This innovative
product is specifically
designed to help you
use your microwave more
effectively. The double-walled
designed with a steam vented lid
allows you to cook and serve directly
from the microwave, without burning
your hands. Perfect for heating soup,
oatmeal, or leftovers!
$12 josephjoseph.com
LIBERATE XL HEADPHONES
These stunning and sophisticated
headphones deliver powerful bass while
comfortably encompassing your ear to
provide passive isolation. Stainless
steel design and a fabric covered
cord ensures that the looks is just as
good as the sound. Comes in
Midnight black with grey ear
coverings, or saddle brown with
light grey ear coverings.
$129.99 thehouseofmarley.com

ORIGAMI OWL WATCH
AND NECKLACE
This adorable jewery is customizable:
you can choose from a variety of
watch faces, locket faces, and
wrap bracelets to match your
outfit or your mood. They can
include tiny charms to create a
“living locket” you can wear on
your neck or wrist.
Watch $34 and up; Necklace
$14 and up; origamiowl.com

RAJESH BLUE PILLOW
This gorgeous throw pillow features
embellishment and sequins sewn onto a light
beige background. Perfect for adding a bit of
color and style to your home or office.
$90 41winks.com

RUMBATIME CHELSEA CLUTCH
This vibrant clutch comes in five bright colors, so you are sure to find one that
suits your style. At 20 cm by 10 cm, it easily fits all major cell phones but is small
enough to easily fit in one hand. $20 rumbatime.com
Totally useless fact: Non-dairy creamer is flammable.
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